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ABSTRACT

Image recognition has been one of the most well researched tasks
in the computer vision field. Many works have been published on
recognizing pictures of buildings, works of art and other objects.
Traditionally this is done by comparing features extracted from the
query image to features extracted from an image database. How-
ever, although these produce state of the art results for many types
of objects this type of approach does not generalize to all domains.
In this paper we address one such domain: academic poster recogni-
tion. First we show that because of the unique structure of academic
posters and the environment in which they are presented, the tradi-
tional approach of feature matching fails. Then we present a new
approach for academic poster recognition based on object detection
using convolutional networks and show how it outperforms the tra-
ditional approaches.

Index Terms— Poster Recognition, Object Recogntion

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen the integration of computer vision and ma-
chine learning algorithms in many applications. Automatic tagging
of people in images, recognition of landmarks, and identifying dif-
ferent products using a mobile camera have become common appli-
cations. The advancements made in these fields both in accuracy and
in speed have finally moved these algorithms from the research lab
into user devices.

In order to move to a more applied domain there is usually a
necessity to tailor the solution to that specific problem. For exam-
ple, features that may do very well for landmark recognition might
not be optimal for OCR. In addition, each one of these applications
come with their own time constrains. While some are able to work
offline and take a considerable amount of time, others might be use-
less unless they can run with very short delays. Therefore, different
approaches have been proposed to deal with these constrains while
optimizing performance.

However, there are still applied domains which will be of great
use, but have not been well studied. In this paper we address one of
them: academic poster recognition in conferences. The application
for this domain is obvious. A robust and fast poster recognition sys-
tem, will allow the development of applications from which a user
can gain more information about a specific work simply by taking
a picture of it. For example, once a photo of a poster is taken and
recognized it can be linked to the original paper, a video describing
the work, or other additional information.

Although it does have some similarities to other domains, aca-
demic poster recognition presents some challenges and some oppor-
tunities which are unique. For example, since many times a major-
ity of the poster consists of text, it is not feasible to use a bag-of-

Fig. 1. In this work we attempt to develop a robust and fast algo-
rithm to recognize academic posters in conferences by detecting and
recognizing their titles.

words approach. Features extracted from the text will most likely
match others from other posters. In addition, posters will usually be
occluded by other conference attendees and only part of the poster
might be visible. Finally, since the posters are custom made for each
conference, we do not have many photos of the poster to train on.
On the other hand posters are flat, their titles are usually at least par-
tially visible even with occlusions, and we can easily obtain at least
one digital image of the poster since they are usually designed on
a computer. Examples of images taken at a conference are show in
Fig. 1.

In this work we attempt to develop a robust academic poster
recognition algorithm which uses the simplifications this domain
provides in order to address the difficulties. More specifically, in
order for our poster recognition algorithm to be practical we make
the following assumptions:

• The algorithm must be relatively fast and it’s running time
should not grow significantly with the number of posters it
can recognize.

• In the photos taken, the title of the photo should be at least
partially visible. From our observations the posters them-
selves tend to be occluded by viewers in most photos. How-
ever, since the titles are usually the highest part of the poster
they tend to be mostly visible.

• In order for the algorithm to work in real conferences it should
be able to train on one image of the poster (the original PDF)
as opposed to many images of the same poster. We do not
consider training time to be a critical issue.
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Fig. 2. The general flow of out method. On top we show our training.
For each poster in our database we generate a set of images using dif-
ferent transformations (Sec. 3). We then use these newly generated
images to fine tune the weights of an object detection CNN. On the
bottom we show our testing. Given a query image we simply pass it
through our trained CNN. We then look at the posters detected in the
image, and use the one with the highest score as our poster label.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

Although as far we know there has been no previous work specific
for academic poster recognition, there is obviously a vast amount
of work on object recognition in images. One of the most common
ways of achieving this goal in the past was to first extract specific
invariant features. Different features have been proposed (such as
SIFT [1], ORB [2], SURF [3], etc.) where the differences between
these features are mostly in their invariance, their uniqueness, and
the speed in which they are extracted and matched. Once an image
can be described in terms of its features, the algorithm attempts to
match features from one image to another. This can be done using a
simple bag of words approach of matching histograms [4], or more
advanced matching which includes spatial information such as spa-
tial pyramids [5] or geometry preserving visual phrases [6].

This specific pipeline has been used for recognizing images in
many different domains. Some of the more common examples are
landmark and building recognition [7, 8] and painting recognition
[9]. However, since these features do not work for all possible do-
mains other descriptors have been proposed which address specific
types of images. For example, Friedman et al. [10] propose recog-
nizing icons using a custom engineered descriptor which works bet-
ter than more generic features. As we show in Sec. 4, since the more
generic features do not work well for academic posters we wish to
explore a new representation which would achieve higher accuracy.
However, instead of engineering our own feature representation we
attempt to use convolutional neural networks to find an optimal rep-
resentation.

3. METHOD

Our method is visualized in Fig. 2. First, we train a convolutional
neural network based on the YOLOv2 network [11, 17]. We treat
each poster title as an object class and train the network to detect
the titles in an image. However, since training a network of this size
requires many images per class, we first need to generate synthetic
data. We do this in a similar manner to [12]. Finally, after we have
trained the network we can use it on a new image to detect which
poster is in the image by simply passing the image once through our
neural network.

3.1. The Yolo Network

As mentioned in Sec. 1, our goal is to find a poster recognition
system that is both fast and robust. As has been shown in previous
years, convolutional neural networks have managed to achieve state
of the art results on many tasks, and therefore seem to be a natural
choice. However, traditionally these networks have been very slow
especially for the object detection task. For example, approaches
like R-CNN [13] require multiple steps for recognition. First region
proposals must be made to generate potential bounding boxes. Then
each of these regions must be passed through a large CNN to extract
features. Finally these features are scored by a class specific SVM
(one per class). Although there have been faster implementations
of the R-CNN [14, 15] they still are relatively slow because of the
pipeline needed.

However, the network proposed in [11] is able to perform ro-
bust detection very fast because it unifies all stages into one CNN.
The general idea is to divide the image into an n × n grid and out-
put a probability that an object’s bounding box is centered at that
location. Thus detection of multiple objects can occur with just one
pass through the neural network. We therefore start with the trained
YOLOv2 network, and try to fine tune the weights for recognizing
posters.

3.2. Data Synthesis

We assume that we only have one image of the poster originally (for
example the original PDF). Since we are treating each poster as an
object class we need many more images to fine tune the weights in
the YOLOv2 network. Luckily, since we are dealing with posters
we can make the assumption that they are planar and therefore will
only undergo certain transformation. We can automatically gener-
ate new images of the posters after simulating these transformations
and then train on our newly generated image set. Our goal in apply-
ing these transformations is to try and capture the distortions that a
poster might undergo when its photo is taken at a real live confer-
ence.

For this task we use the following transformations:

3.2.1. Occlusions

We observed that in certain contexts such as a research conference,
images of posters have considerable amount of occlusion due to the
audience. Hence, as mentioned in Sec. 1 we focus our learning on
the titles, which are much more likely to be captured with a mini-
mal amount of blockage, and use them as our object to be detected.
We let the titles width to be equal to that of the poster itself, and
estimated the titles height to be one fifth of posters height.

With that assumption, this step simulates the poster’s audience
(occlusions) as gray rectangles. The number of generated rectangles
is random and within the range of 0 to 10. The location of each
occlusion is also randomly assigned within the dimensions of the
images. Note that to ensure training efficiency, we generated occlu-
sions to block parts or all of the posters body but not the title.

3.2.2. Lighting Transformation

Since posters tend to be glossy and reflect light, we noticed that
many of our poster images would have bright spots on them (re-
flecting different light sources in the room). We simulate this by
generating light blobs. The number of blobs is randomized from 0
to 4. The light blobs are created using a Gaussian distribution with
arbitrary mean (randomly in the poster) and a standard deviation =



Fig. 3. 3D point selection for the perspective transformation. We
choose a random point in the green area which has been deemed to
be a reasonable location to take a picture from.

R/3, where R is randomized between h/2 and h ∗ 2. These blobs
are then placed randomly within the title’s area.

3.2.3. Blurring

We simulate the fact that images are occasionally taken out of focus.
We do this by applying a standard average blurring method on the
training images. More specifically blurring is done by performing
convolution on the image with a kernel K, where:

Kn,n =
1

n2
×


1 1 . . . 1
1 1 . . . 1
...

...
. . .

...
1 1 . . . 1

 (1)

We choose a random n between 4 and 9.

3.2.4. Scale, Translation and Rotation

In this step we perform different 2D transformations. First, we scale
the poster by varying its size, relative to the training image itself. In
other words, the ratio of a training image and the poster is random-
ized between 2:3 and 1:1. After being scaled the poster is translated
within the training image. While translating, we also allow for the
possibility that a fraction of the poster might get cropped out. This
helps simulate the fact that a test image taken by a user might acci-
dentally not capture the entire poster. Finally, the poster is rotated by
a random angle between −π/4 and π/4. We also experiment with
completely randomizing the rotation between 0 and 2π.

3.2.5. Perspective Transformation

In addition to the 2d transformations discussed, we need to perform
3d transformations. This is done by performing a perspective trans-
formation. First, we randomly choose a viewpoint, which simulates
the location of the camera at the time of taking pictures. The point
is generated randomly within the 3D area illustrated in Fig. 3 (green
area). The maximum distance to the poster is w (where w is the

Fig. 4. Examples of our results. The top two images show success-
ful detections and classifications, while the bottom two show failed
detections. This obviously lead to failed classification as well

width of the original poster), and the view angle is between −π/3 to
π/3. The height of the point is the upper 3/4 of the poster plus an
additional h/2. These were estimated to be a reasonable viewpoint
range. We then pass the generated viewpoint to a 4 × 4 projection
matrix to create a 3D perspective transformation of the poster. We
use the Homogeneous Transformation Matrices and Quaternions Li-
brary [16] to do so. Finally, we convert the 3D transformation to 2D
to get the final training image.

3.3. Fine-Tuning the Yolo Network

Once we have generated our training set we can use it to fine tune
the weights in the YOLOv2 network. We do this by first changing
the amount of nodes in the final convolutional layer depending on
the amount of posters we are training on. More specifically, in ac-
cordance with [17] the final layer needs to have f = (p + 5) × b
where f is the number of nodes, p is the number of posters (classes),
5 is the number of coordinates returned for each box (4 to describe a
bounding box and one for the confidence level), and finally b is the
number of boxes which in our case is 5. We then train the network
with our synthesized dataset using stochastic gradient descent.

4. DATASET AND RESULTS

4.1. Academic Poster Dataset

We collect a dataset of 100 academic posters from different depart-
ments at Lafayette College. For each poser we first take a front fac-
ing photo which includes the entire poster (and only the poster) ori-
ented correctly and then we take 5 additional photos of the poster for
testing. The test images are varied in the way they are taken. This
includes taking photos at different distances, angles, cropping and
occlusions. All photos are taken using a mobile device .

We use our single training image (per poster) to generate the
training set for the neural network by performing the image transfor-
mation described in Sec. 3. For each training image we create a set
of 2000 images using random transformations. We then test on the
five remaining images for each poster.

4.2. Classification Results

Once we have our YOLOv2 network trained for detecting the titles
of the posters we can begin the test phase. Given a query image we



Fig. 5. The improvement in our network detection as a function of time. We show results with all the transformations (red), results without
adding lightning transformations (blue) and results without adding blurring transformations (green). Using all transformations seems to yield
the optimal results.

# Of Posters SIFT ORB YOLO2

20 84.33 77.33 97.0

50 79.6 71.07 91.6

100 76.0 66.6 90.8

Table 1. Results using different number of classes (posters).

20 Posters 100 Posters

Iteration Time(hr) Acc. Iteration Time(hr) Acc.

0.9k 2 90.0% 19k 36 85.6%

10k 24 97.0% 65k 132 90.8%

34k 36 100.0% 80k 168 92.8%

Table 2. Training time for different amounts of posters (classes) and
accuracies .

run it through our neural network. The output of the network will
specify which poster titles have been detected. We then classify the
image as being an instance of the poster which title was detected
with the highest confidence level. If no title was detected, we simply
do not classify this image as any poster. Since we only use the orig-
inal poster for training (plus our transformations) we can use the 5
additional posters as query images and measure our accuracy as the
percentage of posters which were classified correctly.

In order to present the effectiveness of our results we compare
it to a simple baseline. More specifically we use the traditional fea-
ture matching approach. For each training poster we extract a list of
feature vectors. Then given a test image we extract the same type of
feature vectors and find the nearest neighbor for each one of them.
Finally, for each training image we count how many features were
the closest to the test image, and choose that as our match. We use
two common features to compare to: SIFT [1] and ORB [2].

We present our results in Table 1. We conduct experiments with
three different amounts of original posters (classes). As can be seen
in the table, our method clearly outperforms both the baselines by a
wide margin. In addition, our method is able to perform well even

when faced with a large number of posters (92.8% accuracy with
100 posters). Examples are shown in Fig. 4.

The method is efficient during test time since it only needs to
pass the image through the neural network once (0.13s per image).
However, training is relatively slow. As shown in Table 2 the net-
work requires around 65k iterations to reach reasonable results for
the 100 posters scenario. These 65k iterations take 5 days using a
single Nvidia Tesla K40. Although training is slow we do not con-
sider this to be a bottleneck since it can be done ahead of time, and
training time would also improve using faster GPU’s and parallel
training.

In addition we also wish to examine how some of the transfor-
mations we proposed effect the final results. We focused specifically
on blurring (Sec. 3.2.3) and lighting (Sec. 3.2.2) since their effect is
not as obvious as some of the other geometrical transformations. We
compare the results without lighting and without blurring in Fig. 5.
Although these transformations do not improve the results by much,
our final results using both transformations achieves about 2% better
classification then not using one of them.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we develop a fast and robust academic poster recog-
nition algorithm. Many of the traditional matching techniques use
features which are not optimal for these types of images. In addi-
tion, in real life settings many posters would be partially occluded in
an image. Therefore we propose an algorithm based on object de-
tection using deep convolutional neural networks which we predict
will be better since they learn the features from the data. We take
advantage of the fact that academic posters are planar and propose a
set of transformations in order to generate a large training set for the
convolutional neural network. We then show through experiments
how our method outperforms more traditional baselines.
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